
This program runs at 520 am Monday thru Friday

Various days cover topics of Environment, Texas Heritage & History, and Wildlife 
Conservation.

Recreation: Maximizing Your Camping Experience

Wednesday, October 1st, 2014

It’s fall camping season, and Robert Owen with the Texas Outdoor Family program says if you keep the 
following suggestions in mind, you’ll have a great time on your next campout. 

57—Plan ahead for your activities. Make sure you have a good pair of comfortable shoes to go along with your 
weekend; while you’re spending time on the trail you’ll want to keep your feet comfortable. 

Bring some water and sunscreen along regardless of the season. I like to bring along a GPS unit when I camp 
because I do enjoy Geocaching as a sport. Bring along that fishing equipment – the fish always tend to bite 
better in the cooler months. 

And also [bring some] binoculars – the winter months provide great opportunities for bird watching at Texas 
State Parks, and wildlife watching as well. 

Would you say that going to texasstateparks.org is a good place for people to begin their camping trip? 

Absolutely. It’s broken down into a map view, so you can find a park that’s nearby home or if you’re looking for 
a reason to get out and explore someplace new. It will tell you all about what the park has to offer; you can 
check out the park map there, and get a feel for what each campsite may offer. And, there may be a schedule of 
interpretive activities as well.

Thanks, Robert.

State Parks: Citizen’s Ranger Academy

Thursday, October 2nd, 2014

There’s more to being a park ranger than putting on a uniform. That’s why the Citizen’s Park Ranger Academy 
exists at Dinosaur Valley State Park.

07— The academy is the brainchild of our then assistant manager Robert Enckhausen.

Tracy Mays is with Park Operations at Dinosaur Valley SP.

19—He came up with this idea so the citizens of the state could come and see firsthand what park rangers do. 
Not just park rangers, but police, EMTs, the wildland firefighters… and be able to be hands-on with the 
activities that we do day-to-day.

Tracy says the purpose of the academy is two-fold.

10—The academy basically is to get people intrigued about being a park ranger, and hopefully making more 
stewards for our future.

https://passporttotexas.org/recreation-maximizing-your-camping-experience/
http://www.texasstateparks.org
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Last year was the first year for the academy, and one of the highlights happened after the helicopter landing 
zone class.

20—The day that they landed the care flight helicopter so that they could see what it was like to land a 
helicopter inside the park, well, maybe 30 minutes later we got a call that somebody had fallen, and we needed 
to land the bird again. And three of our Citizen’s Park Ranger Cadets were able to help us actually land the 
bird, since they had already done it.

I’ll have details about the academy tomorrow.

State Parks: Hands-On Ranger Experience

Friday, October 3rd, 2014

Folks like you are participating in the Citizen’s Park Ranger Academy at Dinosaur Valley SP. They’re learning 
skills needed to run a state park.

05—We actually go into the field and put those skills to the test.

Tracy Mays, with Park Operations, says participants learn in a classroom what it takes to assume the various 
park jobs before going into the field.

16—Last year – our search and rescue – we went over what you do when you do find a lost person. We had four 
different activities set up, and we had different search parties going out to those different activities, and they 
were able to actually go into the field and rescue somebody.

Cadets range in age from 16 on up and must be physically able to handle the nature of the work.

18—They have to be able to climb; we have some very advanced trails. There’s some lifting. And, they have to 
be able to withstand heat, because that’s pretty much the part of being in the park and having on the trails and 
working on stuff. You are out in the elements, so they have to be able to withstand that.

The Citizen’s Park Ranger Academy takes place only at Dinosaur Valley, but other parks may offer it in the 
future. Meantime, Tracy says participants leave with a deeper appreciation of what it takes to keep their state 
parks running. 

TPW Magazine: Three Days in the Field

Monday, October 6th, 2014

The outdoors helps you recharge and connect with those you love, as Stephanie Salinas discovered when 
writing a piece for Texas Parks and Wildlife magazine’s Three Days in the Field column.

07— You basically try and create a weekend adventure just to get away, and take a break from the routine.

Her dad was her companion for this Central Texas jaunt.

09—Well, my dad and I are very close, and he’s a big nature buff. He loves going hiking and hunting, and I 
don’t really get to see him as often since I moved away. 

They visited Inks Lake, Longhorn Caverns and Pedernales Falls, all within 30 minutes of one another. 
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08—We stayed the first two nights at Inks Lake, because Inks Lake and Longhorn Caverns are about five 
minutes apart. So, it’s really easy to go back and forth. At Inks they stayed in a cabin, fished, cooked on a 
campfire and the first night took a quarter mile hike to
Devil’s Waterhole. 

05—Which is an overlook of the entire park. It was a really short hike that offered great, great views.

Across the road at Longhorn Caverns, the absence of stalactites and stalagmites surprised Salinas and dad.

07—This one was made by a rushing river millions of years ago. It’s completely smooth – the entire top looks 
like marble.

And Pedernales offered surprises around every turn.

05—The thing about this one is it has a lot of hidden nooks and crannies that you wouldn’t even think of.

Every October for the past 29 years Texas Parks and Wildlife has kicked off a new season of programming on 
its PBS TV series.

03—Not a lot of states do this kind of television show anymore.

Series producer, Don Cash, says this type of programming reaches diverse populations. 

08—Especially when it’s broadcast as many places as this one is, it’s just a great way for people to learn about 
Texas and the Texas outdoors.

Story topics have remained constant during the show’s tenure, with some fine-tuning for an evolving audience.

16—More and more people are living in the bigger cities, and therefore, fewer people have ready access to 
parks and hunting opportunities and fishing opportunities. And so, the kind of stories we’re doing tends to focus 
on nature in urban areas.

The new season of Texas Parks and Wildlife PBS TV series will introduce viewers to Texas’ places, people, 
outdoor opportunities, and – of course – it’s stunning wildlife.

26—One is on trapping and tracking whooping cranes at Aransas National Wildlife Refuge. We’re going to 
Caddo Lake as biologists try to restore paddlefish to the area. People may not know this, but there are bobcats 
in the Dallas area. We’re talking in the city. We’ve got a story on that coming up. And, some of the video on 
bobcats hanging out in city parks with people is pretty interesting.

The new season of the Texas Parks and Wildlife TV series begins airing on PBS stations statewide this month; 
check your local listings. The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series.

Nature: Adaptations

Wednesday, October 8th, 2014

Some animal and plant species evolve in specific locations – like springs – and only exist there and nowhere 
else.

25—Typically what happens is you have the ancestral version of the species throughout. Things like head 

http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/newsmedia/tv/
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springs, or spring areas, those are special isolated type environments. The temperature doesn’t change; the 
water chemistry doesn’t change because it’s coming out of the ground. So you’ll have animals that start 
specializing for that very stable environment. So certainly in springs throughout the state we’ve often seen 
specialized animals.

Dr. Garry Garret, a fisheries biologist formerly with TPW says biologists work to understand specialization 
among these species.

27—But the other real useful thing about understanding this is these are called indicator species. They’ve been 
around for thousands of years…they’ve done just fine…as biologists we monitor their status. When we see their 
status starting to go down, it tells us that the environment they’re in is going down. Not just them. They’re an 
indicator of a larger problem. So by watching these animals or plants they tell us in advance of things 
degrading that ultimately may affect humans. So they’re kind of our early warning system.

And we can all use a little warning when change is afoot.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and funds diverse research projects 
throughout Texas

People: TPWD’s New Vet

Thursday, October 9th, 2014

Veterinarian Bob Dittmar’s job is to help maintain healthy wildlife populations in Texas now and into the 
future.

17—My wife’s telling everybody that I’m going to be making sure that my grand kids and great-grand kids have 
wildlife to enjoy in the future. I’m going to be a part helping to ensure that our wildlife populations are healthy, 
and looking at it more from a veterinary medical standpoint than strictly a management and biological 
standpoint.

Dittmar is TPW’s first staff veterinarian. With an office in Kerrville, he’s currently spending time on the road 
meeting with regional biologists and technicians to further understand the needs among game and non-game 
species.

27—Right now, my job is to determine where I’m going to fit in and how I’m going to help. A lot of it is going to 
maybe be validating some of the things that the department has done in the past; maybe finding some new 
things that I would fit in and work on. But helping to analyze some of the date, doing some educational and 
training programs so that the field people will be able to recognize a disease situation or problem as it develops 
so we can take appropriate action.

More with Doctor Bob Dittmar – wildlife vet – tomorrow.

The WSFR program supports our series and funds its work through your purchase of hunting and fishing 
equipment and motorboat fuel.

People: New TPWD Vet Finds His Footing

Friday, October 10th, 2014

https://passporttotexas.org/people-tpwds-new-vet/
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Before Bob Dittmar joined Texas Parks and Wildlife this year as its first-ever staff veterinarian, he was in 
private practice in Kerrville. In his new position, he’s learning to shift focus from domestic animals and 
livestock to wildlife.

09—The challenge is that it’s a different situation than private practice. There’s going to be a learning curve 
for me just to fit into Parks and Wildlife.

He’s no stranger to the agency, though, having assisted with projects including the translocation of desert 
bighorn sheep and pronghorn antelope. He expects his work will be as varied as the state, itself, and include the 
collection and analysis of data, as well as hands on work with wildlife.

22—I’ll be working more hands on, and we’ll be looking into whatever situation might occur [among the state’s 
wildlife], and I’ll continue to work with the capture and translocation projects with the Bighorn Sheep and 
Pronghorn antelope. And there may be other things that we do as well. As time goes on we may look into more 
and more research projects in the wild that would involve more hands on work with other species.

Learn more about Texas wildlife and how it’s managed, when you log onto the Texas parks and Wildlife 
website.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and funds its work through your purchase 
of hunting and fishing equipment and motorboat fuel.

State Parks: Halloween Roundup

Monday, October 13th, 2014

Scare up some outdoor fun this Halloween at state parks. Three spooky events take place Saturday October 25:

Gonna be in East Texas? Then, enjoy a goose-bump inducing guided stroll through the deep, dark forest of 
Martin Dies, Jr. State Park; but take heart – games and activities await you at journey’s end. 

Tremble as you hear stories of curses, spirits and things that go bump in the night at Lake Whitney State Park, 
just 40 minutes north of Waco. But it all kicks off with Halloween jokes for the kiddos, such as: What do birds 
in state parks sing on Halloween? They sing Trick or Tweet. I didn’t say they were good jokes.

Enjoy an evening of creepy fun at Lake Tawakoni State Park, about an hour east of Dallas. In 2007, it gained 
international fame for a gigantic communal spider web on park grounds. There will be trick or treating, a 
pumpkin carving contest, campsite decorating and more.

On October 30, the Texas Freshwater Fisheries Center in Athens celebrates Halloween at the Hatchery. Local 
businesses and organizations will hand out free candy, and the center’s Halloween themed decorations will 
dress up the place.

Cave tours are a scream, and on Halloween night, Kickapoo Cavern State Park – a half hour from Del Rio – 
plans a two hour haunted cave tour. Keep an eye out for bats.

Find all details about Halloween at texasstateparks.org. 

TPW Magazine: Ghost Stories from South Texas

Tuesday, October 14th, 2014
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If you grew up in South Texas, you probably heard stories from the book:

02— Stories That Must Not Die.

Stephanie Salinas grew up in Laredo reading these tales by Juan Sauvageau. They capture the soul and spirit of 
the region. The author’s storytelling pulls readers in and keeps them on the edge of their seats, says Salinas – 
such as the tale of Manuel and Maria in Dancing with a Ghost.

44—A man was driving along to go to a dance, and he found a woman on the side of the road. She wanted to go 
dance, so he took her with him. And, she was the best dancer, and everyone was completely in awe. At the end 
of the night he dropped her off in the same place; she was cold so he lent her his jacket. The next morning he 
drove to where he dropped her off. He saw a small house in the distance, so he drove up and asked is Maria 
was home. The woman who answered the door started bursting into tears. She said Maria had passed away ten 
years ago. He said that’s impossible; I danced with her last night. He said she was wearing a pink dress. And 
she said, oh, she was a great dancer and we buried her in a pink dress. And the mother took him to the grave 
where Maria was buried, and on top of the grave was his jacket.

Stephanie Salinas has an article about Stories That Must Not Die by Juan Sauvageau in the October issue of 
Texas Parks and Wildlife magazine.

Conservation: Climate Change

Wednesday, October 15th, 2014

When most of us hear the term “climate change” we envision massive glaciers tumbling into the sea, and a lone 
polar bear floating on an errant chunk of ice. 

11—Climate change is not going to just impact species found around the arctic circle. It’s also going to affect 
species that are found – and breed – in backyards here in Texas. 

Cullen Hanks works in Wildlife Diversity at Texas parks and Wildlife, and is a board member of Travis 
Audubon. The National Audubon Society released a comprehensive study last month that predicts how climate 
change could affect the ranges of 588 North American bird species.

17—There is quite a bit of uncertainty about how things are going to play out. But there’s not a question about 
whether there is change. I’m not a climatologist, but considering the fact we know that change is occurring, it is 
important to pay attention to how this is going to impact wildlife.

Due to warmer conditions, some birds may shift their range farther north.

15—Birds have the benefit of flight, so that they are more capable of colonizing new areas. However, changes 
to habitat will affect all wildlife. So, for example, reptiles and amphibians will also be impacted by changes to 
habitat that are affected by climate.

How you can help scientists understand the impact of climate change on all species. That’s tomorrow. The 
WSFR Program supports our series.

Conservation: Monitoring Species for Change

Thursday, October 16th, 2014

http://tpwmagazine.com/archive/2014/oct/LLL_misteriosos/
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Texas wildlife has a stake in the climate change lottery.

06—Climate change is going to affect species that are found – and breed – in backyards here in Texas. 

Cullen Hanks, with Texas Nature Tracker, says models predicting the impact of climate change on wildlife are 
not set in stone, and so we need baseline information on each species.

33—To be able to document change, we need to know where things are before they change. And, this highlights 
the need of documenting the distribution of species that we have today in Texas.

And, there aren’t enough biologists to do all of that. And so, what we do is we reach out to citizens. 

That’s exactly right! Texas is a big state with a lot of species, and the community of naturalists and citizens 
interested in wildlife in Texas can play a huge part in documenting wildlife in Texas.

Monitor species you see in your neighborhood, and then share your observations online.

17—ebird, a citizen science platform, created by the Cornell laboratory of Ornithology is a great way to 
maintain your checklist of birds. In addition, iNaturalist is a really useful platform for documenting your 
wildlife sightings of any species — not just birds. 

Texas Parks and Wildlife has various projects on iNaturalist. Just go to the Texas Nature Trackers page on the 
Texas Parks and Wildlife website for details. The WSFR Program supports our series.

TPW TV: Lizards on the Move

Friday, October 17th, 2014 

The Muse Wildlife Management Area, 15 miles Northeast of Brownwood, received some new residents. 

08—This is the site that we’ve chosen to evaluate the feasibility and the success of the translocation of wild 
caught Texas Horned Lizards.

Wildlife biologist, Devin Erxleben, is site manager.

05—These horned lizards were collected from roadsides on private properties, southwest of San Angelo.

Parks and Wildlife collaborates with landowners to reintroduce the lizards to areas where they once roamed, 
says Nathan Rains, a natural resource specialist from Cleburne. 

09—We’ve had a lot of interest over the years in reintroducing lizards to properties, and we’d never really 
looked at the feasibility of even doing that: will they survive? Where do they go? What will happen? So, we’re 
trying to just see if it’s possible.

After evaluation, each animal gets a tag used for identification.

06—We then affix them with a VHF radio-transmitter to track them to get daily locations on each lizard.

The lizards remain in a predator-proof enclosure for 10 days to acclimate, before being released and tracked.

https://passporttotexas.org/tpw-tv-lizards-on-the-move/
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06—It’ll probably be several years before we really know what’s going to happen here. But, we’re very 
optimistic.

Learn more this week on the Texas Parks and Wildlife PBS TV series in a segment called Lizards on the Move. 
Check local listings. 

Nature: Meteor Showers

Monday, October 20th, 2014

When small fragments of cosmic debris – created when a comet swings past the sun – enter the earth’s 
atmosphere at incredibly high rates of speed, they manifest as streaks of light in the night sky.

We generally name meteor showers for the constelations from which they seem to radiate. For example, the 
popular Perseid meteor shower, which peaks in mid-August, seems to come from the constellation Perseus – 
and thus its name. While arguably the most popular meteor event, the Perseid is only one of many that occurs 
year-round.

In fact, this week [October 21-22] the Orionids will peak; in a normal year you may see 20-25 meteors an hour; 
in a great year, as many as 50 an hour.

The Leonids, which peak November 15 & 16 come from the comet Temple-Tuttle; while the Leonids have 
provided stunning meteor storms as recently as 2001 expect only about 15 meteors an hour this year.

The Geminids, which peak the weekend of December 13 & 14, will offer the most impressive show of 2014. 
These meteors are often bright and intensely colored. What makes this event top notch is that meteors start 
showing up before 10 p.m. That means you don’t have to get up in the middle of the night to see them.

Find a list of other meteor events at passporttotexas.org. And follow us on twitter, we’re @passporttotexas. 

Nature: Dark Skies Over Texas

Tuesday, October 21st, 2014

Few of us have ever experienced a truly dark sky.

09—A dark sky is what humanity saw for basically its entire history up until the invention of electric light a 
little more than a century ago.

While we may feel safer outdoors at night because artificial light illuminates our way, over time, it may actually 
do more harm than good, says John Barentine, with the International Dark Sky Association.

30—We know that artificial light at night has a measurable impact on wildlife; we know that it has an impact 
on human health. Light governs the night and day cycles of all organisms, so when we put light into the 
environment when our bodies aren’t expecting it, there are inevitable results—some of which we are just 
beginning to learn – but turns out that it may be related (at least in humans) to incidents of some types of 
chronic disease.

Until the advent and widespread use of electric lighting, the sun, and to a lesser extent the moon, governed the 
cycle of day and night. That set a rhythm among living things we’ve been disrupting ever since. 

And we’ll have more about that tomorrow.

http://tpwd.texas.gov/newsmedia/tv/
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Nature: The Problem of Light Pollution

Wednesday, October 22nd, 2014

Few of us experience dark skies anymore because of light pollution.

08—Most often we see that [light pollution] in the form of what we call skyglow…[something] that people who 
live in or near cities will be familiar with.

Skyglow is hazy reflected light hovering over cities at night, disrupting nature’s day/night cycle. John 
Barentine, with the International Dark Sky Association says light pollution isn’t exactly benign.

16—It turns out that there are hormonal pathways throughout the body that are governed by that [day/night] 
cycle, and when we start disrupting them by putting light in at unusual times of the day, we disrupt those 
pathways and that’s what we think leads to some of the [potential health] problems.

Blue light (in the spectrum), associated most with sunlight, is most disruptive to our internal clocks.

22—Blue light triggers this hormone that’s called melatonin; in the daytime when the sun comes up that 
relatively blue sunlight turns down the production of melatonin and tells us to wake up. And then at night, the 
result is that the production of melatonin goes up, and that’s the cue that tells us to go to sleep. It’s also 
regulating all these sub systems throughout the body.

We have a link to The American Medical Association’s view of light pollution at passporttotexas.org. What’s 
being done to prevent light pollution. That’s tomorrow.

Nature: Dealing with Light Pollution

Thursday, October 23rd, 2014

The night sky once offered an stunning display of twinkling stars and planets. These marvels still exist, but 
today light pollution masks their brilliance.

04—Often what we see that in is the form of what we call skyglow. 

Residents in urban areas know it best as a haze of light that hangs over their cities. John Barentine is with the 
International Dark Sky Association.

12—Our mission as the International Dark Sky Association is to preserve and protect that nighttime 
environment and heritage that we have of dark skies through environmentally responsible outdoor lighting.

Awareness and simple fixes can help take back the night.

16—Some of the things that we try to do, is to get people to look at the quality of the lighting that they’re 
using…to think about [whether] the amount of light that’s being put on the ground sensible for the task at 
hand…and are all the lights fully shielded so we’re not always blasting light [up into the night sky] from the 
ground.

Want to experience a dark sky? Some Texas State Parks have the darkest skies around.

27—Enchanted Rock State Natural Area in the Hill Country, and Copper Breaks State Park in North Texas. We 
have a very active chapter of our organization in Texas. I would say that the reason that this has all come 
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about, is that Texas being largely rural, and having this tradition where — the stars at night are big and bright 
– that a lot of people consider the dark night sky to be part of the cultural history of the state, and find it worth 
preserving.

Recreation: Stargazing in Texas State Parks

Friday, October 24th, 2014

When it comes to dark skies, Texas is in good standing

Texas Parks & Wildlife has partnered with the McDonald Observatory, the International Dark Sky Association 
(IDA) and local astronomy groups to promote stargazing in our state parks.

Parks offer opportunities to get an eyeful of these sparkling celestial bodies while enjoying a great night 
outdoors – either on your own or during a planned event with other visitors and campers. 

Some stargazing events coming up this month and next include: An evening of Stargazing at Lake Ray Roberts 
State Park Oct 25; staff from the University of North Texas Astronomy Department will give a brief talk about 
constellations, mythology and more! You’ll also learn the basics of stargazing through binoculars. 

On November first it’s a North Texas Star party at Lake Mineral Wells SP. Learn about astronomy and view the 
night sky through a wide variety of telescopes. 

On November 22, it’s star party time at Big Bend Ranch State Park, with some of the darkest of Dark Skies. 
Tour the night skies way out west, and stay over to experience and enjoy this remote and magnificently scenic 
park to its fullest.

Find complete details for all these events on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

Nature/Food: Living off the Land

Monday, October 27th, 2014

Hank Shaw knows where his food comes from because he forages, hunts and fishes for the majority of it—skills 
he learned from his mother growing up on the east coast.

13— It’s always been part of our lives. Digging clams in the Atlantic, picking berries, and all that kind of stuff. 
It’s an awareness that there’s food all around us. I’ve always had it. And that’s really helped spur a lifelong 
passion.

The Sacramento, California resident records his passion for wild food on his popular blog Hunter, Angler, 
Gardener, Cook. He says the deepest level of food satisfaction one can achieve is only possible when it’s wild 
sourced.

18— Think about it: on a very basic level, anybody who’s ever fished, you catch a fish and then you eat it in a 
frying pan on a camping trip. It tastes so much better than one that you buy at a store. And it is that satisfaction 
of having worked for your food. It’s difficult to explain if you’ve never done it, but once you do it, it become 
addicting and you never want to stop.

Hank Shaw cooks and eats everything he forages, hunts and fishes, and shares the experience and what he’s 
learned on his blog.
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09—I want to do justice to the things that I bring home. And I want to help people who are also hunting and 
fishing and foraging to cook their food better—give them new ideas.

Sign up for the Texas Parks and Wildlife Hunt Texas e-newsletter on the website, and learn about hunting for 
and preparing wild game.

Hunting/Fishing: Lifetime License Winner

Tuesday, October 28th, 2014

Tim Brockway is an avid fisherman.

02—I fish about four days a week.

This competitive bass angler from Kaufman says he’d always buy an annual super combo license for hunting 
and fishing.

02—Because I think the money goes to a good cause.

The cause: conservation and habitat management in Texas. In 2010, Tim – a retired firefighter – spent five 
dollars online to enter Texas Parks and Wildlife’s twice-a-year Lifetime License drawing…and won.

25—I told the guys up at the fire station: Hey, I bought a five dollar chance to win a lifetime license. And I get a 
call a few months later – and I would have bet anything one of the guys got their wives to call and mess with me 
– and I actually didn’t believe them. I got off the phone and I called our local game warden that I know real 
well. He said: ‘Give me the phone number they called you from and the person’s name and I’ll check on it.’ 
Whenever I gave him the phone number and name, he said: ‘Congratulations; I know the person and I know the 
number.’

The win allows Tim to hunt and fish in Texas without buying another state license. Fees from every five dollar 
entry go toward conservation in Texas, which improves hunting, fishing and the outdoors for all. 

09—I know your entries went up by about 30 right after I won mine from people at the fire station. I said: Come 
on guys; it’s five bucks. You spend that much on a hamburger. It’s well worth the chance.

The next drawing is December 30, 2014. Entries are online or at license retailers. 

Hunt and Fish Free For Life

Wednesday, October 29th, 2014

Hunting and fishing are deeply rooted traditions for Gabe Kulhanek of El Campo. 

04—It’s just as stress relief to go hunting and fishing and get away from everything.

The outdoors has been a lifelong pursuit for him, and something he shared early on with his son.

11—He started hunting when he was probably four and a half years old. He shot his first deer at five years old 
with his own rifle. I never shot anything for him. He’s always killed his own deer whenever he hunted.

https://passporttotexas.org/huntingfishing-lifetime-license-winner/
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This past June Texas Parks and Wildlife drew Gabe’s name as the winner of a Lifetime Super Combo License, 
giving him the right to hunt and fish in Texas without ever having to buy another state license or state stamps. 
Instead of keeping, it, he transferred it to his son – now 17 – as his legacy.

05—It would benefit him more than anything, and it’s something he can have and cherish the rest of his life. 

Entries for the Lifetime License Drawing are five dollars each and available online or at retailers. Enter as many 
times as you like; fees go toward conservation in Texas. The next drawing is December 30, 2014. 

04—It’s a good opportunity. I never dreamed I would win it – it was the first time I entered.

Is luck on your side? Find more information on the Lifetime License Drawing on the Texas Parks and Wildlife 
website.

Angling: Retired Channel Catfish

Thursday, October 30th, 2014

Some seniors at the A.E. Wood Fish Hatchery in San Marcos are graduating. These seniors aren’t students, 
though – they’re mature channel catfish.

11—The fish have served to produce millions of channel catfish babies (fry) that we use to stock urban fisheries. 
After they serve their purpose, these fish have a chance to be stocked in a lake.

Fisheries biologist, Marcos De Jesus says the most recent graduates ended up in Lake Kyle, just outside of 
Austin. 

14—Lake Kyle is a 12-acre impoundment that opened to the public about two years ago. So, we’re trying to 
establish a quality urban fishing experience in Central Texas – close to Austin – and these fish will serve that 
purpose.

Largemouth bass and sunfish also inhabit Lake Kyle. The channel cats average nine pounds each, and offer 
anglers a good fight. Take a picture, because you can’t keep them.

10—Lake Kyle has a brand new regulation that just started September first – where it’s really a catch and 
release environment. So, these fish will be protected under a catch and release regulation.

Find fishing regulations and tackle loaner programs near you when you log onto the Texas Parks and Wildlife 
website.

Our show’s receives support from the Wildlife and Sportfish Restoration Program, which provides funding for 
the Private Lands and Public Hunting Programs.

Angling: New Life for Old Catfish

Friday, October 31st, 2014

What happens when fish hatchery brood stock are past their prime? If they’re channel catfish from the A.E. 
Wood Fish Hatchery in San Marcos, they find new homes in urban lakes.

http://tpwd.texas.gov/business/licenses/lifetime_licenses/drawing.phtml
https://passporttotexas.org/angling-retired-channel-catfish/
http://tpwd.texas.gov/fishboat/fish/management/hatcheries/fw_production.phtml
https://passporttotexas.org/angling-new-life-for-old-catfish/
http://www.tpwd.texas.gov/huntwild/wild/species/ccf/


08—What we’re trying to do is provide quality fishing opportunities close to home; it’s part of our urban 
fishing incentive here in Texas.

Fisheries biologist, Marcos De Jesus says Lake Kyle is catch and release only. You might wonder: If anglers are 
prohibited from taking fish home, and TPWD continues to stock fish in the lake – this includes sunfish and 
largemouth bass, all of which they call biomass – will the lake be able to support them over time?

26—The ecosystem is designed to sustain a high population. We’re doing intensive management on this system; 
Lake Kyle will eventually have a network of aeration systems and will also have a network of fish feeders. So, 
while we are adding a large biomass to this lake, we are also adding infrastructure to support the biomass. The 
whole objective is to create high numbers of quality size fish for anglers to catch fairly easily.

Find fishing opportunities near you when you log onto the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series and receives funds from your purchase of 
fishing and hunting equipment and motorboat fuel.

TPW Magazine: The Allure of Antlers

Monday, November 3rd, 2014

Deer provided sustenance to ancient people who hunted them. Today, deer hunters seek more than a meal.

05— You never see anyone take a picture with a nice backstrap. It’s always the antlers.

What is the allure of antlers? Texas Parks and Wildlife magazine editor, Louie Bond, says they tackle the 
question in November’s cover story; just in time for deer season.

05—We always like to look at deer hunting stories in different ways than other publications might.

While nourishment was their main reason for hunting deer, like modern hunters, ancient peoples also valued the 
antlers…but for different reasons.

16—Medicine men from back then believed that you could grind up the antlers and use them to cure all sorts of 
ailments. As writer Mike Cox says, they were sort of the Home Depot raw materials selection of the day as you 
made knife handles, and scrapers and all sorts of implements and tools out of them.

Louie Bond says she originally intended the story, The Allure of Antlers, as a photo-essay in Texas Parks and 
Wildlife magazine.

15—But, then when we began digging into all of the cultural stuff, and Mike Cox is our great historian here at 
Texas Parks and Wildlife; it was right up his ally. So, he started looking into the cultural references and 
medicinal aspects, and then we decided there was just too much story here to ignore.

Discover how antlers transitioned from tools to trophies in the November issue of Texas Parks and Wildlife 
magazine. 

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series.

https://passporttotexas.org/tpw-magazine-the-allure-of-antlers/
http://tpwmagazine.com


Hunt/Food/Charity: Hunters for the Hungry

Tuesday, November 4th, 2014

Venison is quality protein; and hunters help get it onto the tables of deserving families when they donate deer to 
Hunters for the Hungry.

09—Once it’s [the deer] donated, the meat is used by food pantries, food banks, and other food assistance 
providers, which serve their local communities.

Anitra Hendricks oversees the program. Hunters may donate their legally tagged, field-dressed deer by bringing 
it to participating meat processors. Find a list of processors on the Hunters for the Hungry website.

24—Once they locate a processor, then basically it’s just a matter of harvesting the deer, making sure that they 
get it cleaned out. The processor will handle everything else. There is a reduced processing fee for those who 
donate to the program. They pay the fee, they do receive a receipt for a possible tax deduction. The meat 
processor will grind the meat, package it, and then from there it goes to the food assistance provider.

The Panhandle, far west Texas and the Rio Grande Valley have the fewest donations due to low processor 
participation. Without nearby participating processors, hunters don’t have an easy way to donate. Anitra is 
always on the lookout for more processors.

08— The have to be willing to keep some minimal book-keeping as far as tracking donations and reporting that 
to us at the end of the season.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish restoration program supports our series and works to increase fishing, hunting and 
the shooting sports in Texas.

Birding/Conservation: Bird-Friendly Coffee

Wednesday, November 5th, 2014

Coffee is an agricultural crop that thrives in the tropics.

14—These areas oftentimes are coincident with biodiversity hot spots; that is, areas of really high biodiversity, 
whether in birds, or insects, amphibians—what have you.

Dr. Robert Rice works with the Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center, which certifies coffees “Bird Friendly” 
when growers meet certain stringent criteria. Studies suggest shade grown coffee offers the greatest benefit as 
habitat. 

15—Where coffee still is managed with a shade cover of the kind that we like to see and have defined with “bird 
friendly” criteria, then coffee oftentimes is some of the last remaining canopy cover—even though it’s not 
forest—it’s acting very much like a forest.

With habitat loss from deforestation, shade grown coffee estates serve as refuge for neo-tropical migratory bird 
species that travel through Texas, including the Black and White Warbler, the Baltimore Oriole, the Cerulean 
Warbler and others.

https://passporttotexas.org/huntfoodcharity-hunters-for-the-hungry/
https://passporttotexas.org/birdingconservation-bird-friendly-coffee/


15—So, they just hang out there. They might be running around with mixed species flocks, and trying to stay 
alive and ultimately fatten up before they make the trip back north again. So this quality habitat becomes quite 
important for them in terms of making the trip back.

So next time you order a cup of coffee, you might ask your server if it’s for the birds.

Conservation: Money for Quail

Thursday, November 6th, 2014

There’s new hope for bobwhite quail. 

13—Four million dollars of the upland game bird stamp fund was authorized by the legislature this past session 
to specifically go towards further developing this concept of focus areas for bobwhite quail and grassland 
birds.

The “focus area” concept is one TPW upland game bird program leader, Robert Perez, has worked on for years. 

08—Well, a focus area is an intensive effort within a small area to demonstrate that quail restoration can be 
successful.

Most focus areas are east of the I-35: places where quail are gone, said Perez, but they haven’t been gone long.

23— One of our focus areas in the Columbus-Seely area, southeast Texas. Another is the Navarro-Ellis area, 
along the I-35 corridor where Waxahachie is. Another is West of Dallas a good ways over towards Wichita 
Falls, around Clay County and south. So these are the front lines of bobwhite decline; birds are still around, 
but they’re noticeably rarer.

The agency awarded 15 grants, with two more in process, to nonprofits, universities and others for grassland 
restoration. Grantees will use the $4 million dollars over a two year grant period. 

19—But that doesn’t mean that the project is over at the end of two years. Because the impacts – when you start 
to turn the dirt or manipulate habitat – those effects go on for years. And so what’s most important is to 
continue to monitor – think of the future beyond those two years – to really understand and paint a good picture 
of what the impacts are of these types of manipulations.

Find quail information on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website. The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration 
Program supports our series. 

Fishing: Big Fish with Big Fight — Alligator Gar

Friday, November 7th, 2014

Alligator gar, virtually unchanged from prehistoric times, is attracting an enthusiastic 21st Century following.

04—The species in recent years has become very popular amongst anglers and bow fishers.

David Buckmeier is a fisheries scientist for parks and wildlife. To fish for gar, you have to know where to find 
them.

https://passporttotexas.org/conservation-money-for-quail/
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21—Most alligator gar are found in coastal rivers along the eastern part of the state; rivers like the Trinity are 
very, very well-known for their alligator gar populations. They’re also found in our coastal bays. They’re an 
interesting species in that they can go back and forth—maybe not into full salt water like in the gulf—but 
definitely in the bay systems. And they can go back and forth into the river and into those upper parts of those 
bays.

The alligator gar is the largest freshwater fish in Texas and gives anglers a good fight.

16—Yes, they actually fight quite well. As you can imagine, any fish that weighs 150 or 200 pounds has a lot of 
power. So, they do fight; they actually jump quite a bit. They’ll completely clear the water. There’s some 
variations; some of them are more sluggish than others. But, they’re very entertaining and that’s the reason, I 
guess, for the popularity. 

Anglers may keep one of these big fish per day. Learn more about freshwater fishing at the Texas parks and 
Wildlife website.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish restoration program supports our series.

Conservation: Conservation Detection Dogs

Monday, November 10th, 2014

Most dogs like to work. And Pete Coppolillo is hiring. He is Executive Director of Working Dogs for 
Conservation in Bozeman, Montana. Since the mid-1990s, his organization’s trained dogs as a non-invasive 
alternative method for collecting data on hard to find wildlife.

05—By non-invasive, I mean we don’t have to capture them, we don’t have to handle them, we don’t even have 
to see them.

Then, just how are researchers using dogs?

06—So, the idea is we train a dog to find their scat, usually, which to non-biologists is a polite word for poop.

By detecting scat, the dogs help researchers determine the range, sex, and diet (among other things) of certain 
wildlife species. Pete said they first trained dogs to sniff out grizzly bear and wolf scat, but didn’t stop there.

28—Dogs can do everything from scat to live animal work to invasive weeds. Even invertebrates, like Emerald 
Ash Borer; they can find their larvae or their eggs. And, [we] even [use the dogs to detect] aquatic invasives 
like zebra and quagga mussels – to inspect boats. Because, the mussels can be in cracks, or inside, where a 
visual inspection can’t see them. Or the dogs can even detect the veligers, which are microscopic larvae that we 
can’t see.

Not all dogs are suited to this work. Learn more about these dogs at Working Dogs for Conservation.

More on that tomorrow. The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and funds diverse 
conservation projects in Texas.

Conservastion: Dogs with the Right Stuff

Tuesday, November 11th, 2014

https://passporttotexas.org/conservation-conservation-detection-dogs/
http://www.WD4C.org
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Working Dogs for Conservation in Bozeman, Montana trains dogs to help researchers in the field.

05—One in fifteen hundred dogs that we screen has what it takes to be a conservation detection dog.

Some of the program animals are rescues. Pete Coppolillo, Executive Director, says they train the dogs to detect 
everything from scat, to live animals, to invertebrates, and even invasive weeds.

12—We select for high drive so that they’ll want to do it and work really hard at it. And we also select for dogs 
that are toy obsessed – that are really excited about a specific toy. And that’s their reward, and that’s also how 
we train them.

At the time we spoke, Working Dogs for Conservation had just deployed animals to Africa to help fight the 
illegal ivory trade. Pete told me how they used toys to train the dogs for that assignment.

22—The ivory dogs were trained by hiding ivory with their toy. So, they’ll come in and they’ll sniff around and 
they’ll begin to associate the scent of ivory with their toy. And as soon as they discover the toy is sitting right 
behind the ivory, and they get a big whiff of ivory and then they get their toy – and so they get their reward. And 
then, gradually we separate the toy from the ivory; they learn as soon as they find it they get their toy and their 
reward.

Tomorrow: some positive results of working the dogs. Learn more about these dogs at Working Dogs for 
Conservation.

Conservation: Dogs Sniff Out Invasive Weeds

Wednesday, November 12th, 2014

Using their keen sense of smell (often to locate scat), trained conservation detection dogs assist with monitoring 
endangered wildlife, defining wildlife corridors and helping to eradicate invasive species.

06—Almost all of our work is in partnerships with non-profits, or agencies or sometimes universities.

Pete Coppolillo is Executive Director of Working Dogs for Conservation in Montana.

13—It’s really cost effective because you can find information about a lot of animals without having to fly a 
helicopter around and dart them and capture them and do things like that.

Lab analysis costs are decreasing, too, making it easier to obtain more information from scats. Yet, some 
successes have nothing to do with wildlife.

29—I’ll give you one example: there’s a weed here in Montana called dyers woad that has infested large parts 
of Utah, and then it appeared here. For a long time, the expectation was we’ll never get rid of it [because one 
plant can set 10,000 seeds]. Because dogs are so good at finding it, and because they can find it before it 
flowers or sets seed, we are close to eradicating that plant in a place called Mount Sentinel. You know, it’s a 
really powerful, scientifically rigorous tool, and it opens the door to doing things we hadn’t dreamed of.

You can learn more about conservation detection dogs, and see pictures of the dogs, Working Dogs for 
Conservation.

Angling: Near Shore Reefing of the Kinta

http://www.WD4C.org
http://www.WD4C.org
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Thursday, November 13th, 2014

The Gulf of Mexico bustles with marine life with no place to call home because the floor of the gulf is…

01—Mainly mud and sand.

Dale Shively, with the artificial reef program at Texas Parks and Wildlife, says using a variety of materials, the 
agency creates hard substrate, habitat, for these species.

10—By putting down concrete, or steel, or a ship – that gives these organisms a place to attach and to grow. 
And then from there, they create this reef environment…

The reef attracts fish, thus improving angling and diving opportunities. In Mid-September, Texas Parks and 
Wildlife sunk the freighter Kinta in 77 feet of water, 8 miles off the coast of Corpus Christi. Shively explains 
what makes a ship right for a location.

12—We want a ship that’s complex and that has a lot of interest to divers, and would be beneficial for marine 
life. [It needs to be] clean of environmental hazards, but of the right size to fit in particular reef sites.

The Kinta fit the bill, and has a new home on the gulf floor, where marine life has already discovered it.

20—Divers have gone down just a few hours after it was on the bottom and saw fish –so they found a home 
immediately. But as far as organisms actually growing and attaching to it, that will take a few months. But I 
would say in six months it will be pretty well covered, and within a year you have a pretty significant reef.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series.

TPW TV: Turtle Crossing

Friday, November 14th, 2014

When driving, have you ever spied something ahead of you in the road and thought was a shadow, but once you 
got closer you realized it was a turtle? I have seen the outcome of turtle car collisions. The turtle never wins.

03— So, what do you do if you find a turtle in the road?

That’s exactly my question to you, herpetologist, Andy Gluesenkamp. What do you do?

10—My advice is, if conditions allow and it’s safe to do so, move the turtle in the direction it was going. But, 
don’t do anything that would put you and the turtle at risk.

If it’s dark or rainy outside, or if you’re on a busy road where drivers may not see you until it’s too late, as 
much as it might pain you, leave the turtle. Don’t risk it. But why are turtles crossing the road?

11— You may find female turtles crossing the road, either going to or coming from laying eggs. Or, later in the 
season, you may find hatchlings crossing the road, returning to water.

Andy Gluesenkamp demonstrates the safest way to move a turtle from the road during a segment on the TPW 
PBS TV series the week of November 16.

http://tpwd.texas.gov/landwater/water/habitats/artificial_reef/ships-to-reefs.phtml
https://passporttotexas.org/tpw-tv-turtle-crossing/


The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and is funded by your purchase of fishing 
and hunting equipment and motorboat fuel.

Wildlife: Good Snakes, Bad Choices

Monday, November 17th, 2014

Have you noticed fall seems to bring with it small snakes?

04— Snake encounters may increase, although those animals are usually juveniles.

Late summer and early fall snakes hatch and feed before finding a place to hibernate, says TPW herpetologist 
Andy Gluesenkamp. Young snakes can make bad choices when it comes to where they spend the winter.

14—They may confuse a concrete floored garage, or someone’s limestone front porch with a bluff or a crevice 
that they can hang out in. And that’s where we wind up with these unwanted snake encounters in 
neighborhoods.

I told Andy that a rat snake lives under my house.

08—Cecilia, I’ll point out – it’s one thing to have a rat snake under your house, it’s another thing to have a 
skunk. So, I’ll take the snake over the skunk any day.

I have skunks, too. Andy Gluesenkamp says snakes near the front door or in the garage will find a new place to 
live on their own. But what if they get into the house?

11—The best advice I can give is a broom and a bucket. There’s no need to hurt the snake. They’re generally 
not difficult to collect if you just scoop them into a bucket and put them outside. They don’t want to be in your 
house.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and is funded by your purchase of fishing 
and hunting equipment and motorboat fuel.

Wildlife: Excluding Snakes

Tuesday, November 18th, 2014

Late summer and early fall newly hatched snakes are on the landscape. As fall progresses they slither off to find 
a place to hibernate until warmer days arrive. Sometimes, however, those days come early, says state 
herpetologist, Andy Gluesenkamp.

18—We have a lot of variation in our weather this time of year. So, we may have a really hot, sunny day in the 
middle of a long cool spell. Snakes that picked a poor place to hibernate can get warmed up and woken up on 
those warm days. And then, people will find a snake wandering around in November that should be long to bed.

Most snakes are non-venomous and beneficial overall, and we should learn to coexist with them. Yet, if you 
want to keep them from relocating in or under your home, consider the following:

19—I tell people if they’re concerned about snakes in and around and under their house that they need to get 
out now while the weather is comfortable and screen those access areas. So, screen around the porch; screen 

https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-good-snakes-bad-choices/
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those crawl spaces underneath the house. Use whatever sort of mechanical approach you need to exclude 
wildlife.

Learn about the snakes of Texas when you visit the Texas parks and wildlife website.

Holidays: Hike Off Thanksgiving Calories in Parks

Wednesday, November 19th, 2014

The average American gains up to 7 pounds between Thanksgiving and Christmas, and then spends the New 
Year trying to lose them. If only there was a way to negate those extra calories…

08—State parks offer a lot of opportunities for people to get out and burn off some of those calories from the 
extra piece of pumpkin pie.

Why didn’t I think of that? I was probably too distracted thinking about pie. Thomas Wilhelm is with state 
parks.

05—We’ve got some great Thanksgiving themed events across the state happening in the parks.

Including a few hikes to rev up your metabolism so you can enjoy a guilt-free holiday meal…and leftovers.

25—Enchanted Rock has a turkey trot that happens on Thanksgiving Day. A run with a park ranger on the 
loop trail – early Thanksgiving morning — it starts at 9 o’clock. There’s an excellent opportunity in El Paso at 
Franklin Mountains SP. There’s what they’re calling their trilogy hike; so there are three hikes that happen 
on Thanksgiving day. Each starting at different times and different levels –from very simple family friendly 
hikes to more advanced hikes.

Those are just two of many opportunities. Find others at texasstateparks.org/holidays.

08—I think some people may be tired of the annual parades or how they spent their Thanksgiving Day, so I 
think this is a great opportunity to do something different.

Holidays: Christmas at Parks & Historic Sites

Thursday, November 20th, 2014

Spend time with family and friends at a Texas state park or historic site this holiday season.

06—Christmas in parks is huge. We’ve got a ton of events and they cross all sorts of activity levels.

Thomas Wilhelm, with state parks, says there are 60 different Christmas themed events this year.

19—We’ve got decorating your campsite and driving through the park and seeing the decorated campgrounds. 
We’ve got historical events happening in our historic homes and farms, where they’re decorated for the time 
period. We’ve got hiking with Santa Claus… reading of traditional Christmas stories. All sorts of activities.

Get a head start on the holidays with Cookie Decorating and German Traditions Nov. 29 at LBJ State Park. 
December 6, enjoy an exhilarating hike to the summit of Enchanted Rock, where hikers will hear an 
inspired reading of How the Grinch Stole Christmas! Yet, one of the most beautiful events is at Goliad 
State Park.
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19—Throughout the month of December, you’ll see the park bathed in light for Christmas. But, December 6 
they have their Christmas concert in the chapel. [It’s a] mixture of sacred and secular music. It’s very beautiful. 
The Beeville Community Choir comes in and does a great presentation that really moves you into that spirit of 
the holidays.

Find holiday events and download a seasonal events brochure at texasstateparks.org/holidays.

TPW TV: Competitive Angling

Friday, November 21st, 2014

Size, strength and speed…important attributes for most high school athletes; unless, of course, the sport is 
fishing.

06— You don’t have to be the biggest kid or tallest kid or the most athletic kid to be a bass fisherman. It’s all 
about your knowledge.

Colt Anderson is half of a competitive high school fishing duo; Jonathan Gray is his teammate.

09— It’s kind of like playing golf a little bit to where you have different tools and you have to adapt to the 
conditions. You can never become perfect at fishing, and that’s a cool thing because you can always improve.

Another factor that makes competitive high school fishing a great sport is young women can also participate – 
like Marinna Collins and Mia Sartor – the only female team at a recent tournament at Lake LBJ.

10—It’s hard being the only girl team out there. We’re going to represent. This is my first year, so I am a little 
scared, but, you
just have to relax. Chill. Just go with it.

View a segment about competitive high school fishing teams the week of November 30 on the TPW PBS TV 
series. Check your local listings. 

14—Ooh. I think that’s the furthest I’ve cast yet. [giggles] That felt good. It’s really cool being in this club 
because you get to
meet a lot of different people. And, we’re all like one big family – and that’s really good to have friends you can 
be really close
with.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series. Hunt |Food: 
Christopher Kimball on Wild Game

Monday, November 24th, 2014

Christopher Kimball, host of America’s Test Kitchen and Cook’s Country on PBS TV, is a hunter in his home 
state of Vermont. But don’t expect to see much wild game cookery on his shows.

18—Years ago, I had a photograph of me holding up two or three rabbits that I had shot – because I do a lot of 
rabbit hunting in the winter. America Public Television distributes our show, and I think they sent out a 
warning indicating the stations may want to gray out that particular photograph. So, most people are not 
prepared for that, probably.

http://www.texasstateparks.org/holidays
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Some people are prepared, though – and ready to become hunters.

04—You see more women hunting now than you did. And, I think in certain parts of the country there’s more of 
it.

Kimball says if you plan to cook game, you must know the optimal cooking methods for each type of meat.

32—The tough, dark meat you braise slowly – like the back legs of the rabbit. But, the very lean tenderloin – or 
backstrap – that gets cooked in about five minutes. Some of that meat you can barely cook – like the tenderloin 
of a deer. You don’t want to cook it much over medium rare. But, if you have other cuts of meat that are tougher 
and really need a long, slow cooking – you really have to think about the cuts that way, because game meat 
isn’t fatty. And actually, that’s why they larded it. And I’ve done it – larded venison –because it needed the fat. 
It’s not like a 300 pound pig that’s got a lot of fat in it.

Learn to become a hunter in Texas, and find game recipes, on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

Fishing | Food: Fresh Caught Fish is Best

Tuesday, November 25th, 2014

When you get tired of turkey leftovers, maybe you can find a fishing hole and reel in something tasty during 
your Thanksgiving break. Chef Cindy Haenel says there’s nothing like catching your own dinner.

09—It’s fabulous. I know exactly how old that fish is, when it came out of the water and how long it’s been 
dead. And that’s important with fish especially. Fresh is always best.

Cindy is a chef instructor at Central Market in Austin. She and her husband Ken are avid anglers.

08—I love the saltwater as well as freshwater. But the saltwater you have more variety. You never know what 
you’re going to pull up. It’s exciting – like Christmas morning.

Immediately put your catch on ice, and if there’s a cleaning station on shore, consider doing the dirty work 
there. Chef Cindy says be careful not to overcook your fresh fish.

22—Most people, if they don’t like the taste of fish, it’s probably because they’ve overcooked it. And, as it 
cooks, and the oil of the fish starts to come out of the flesh, it burns very, very quickly. So, if you will undercook 
your fish, or protect that fish with either a salt crust, or even if it just has a little butter, or some kind of fat on 
the outside it still protecting that fish while it’s cooking.

Find game and fish recipes on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website. And, we invite you to follow us on 
Twitter; we’re @passporttotexas.

Hunt | Food: Cheffing it up with Jack Gilmore

Wednesday, November 26th, 2014

Hunters call them feral pigs. Chefs call them wild boars. Names don’t matter as long as the end result is 
delicious. 

03—We use wild boar for a lot of chilis and things like that.

http://tpwd.texas.gov/exptexas/programs/wildgame/
https://passporttotexas.org/fishing-food-fresh-caught-fish-is-best/
http://tpwd.texas.gov/exptexas/programs/wildgame/
https://passporttotexas.org/hunt-food-cheffing-it-up-with-jack-gilmore/


Feral pigs cause millions of dollars in damage to cropland in Texas, and destroy wildlife habitat, too. Hunting 
and eating these animals can help control their populations.

Chef and restaurateur, Jack Allen Gilmore, serves game at his namesake restaurants in Austin and Round Rock, 
and says cooking wild boar offers challenges and rewards.

29—You really can’t write a recipe for it, because each time it’s different because it’s wild. It might be a little 
gamier, or a little fatty – or it may not have enough fat in it. You really have to be a chef again and say: ‘Well, 
if it doesn’t have enough fat in it, we could add bacon to it. If it has too much fat in it, we have to render it.’ You 
never know what a wild boar eats. You just don’t know. But, if they’re raised in the Hill Country, you know 
they’re eating persimmons; you know they’re eating acorns; you know they’re eating pretty good. But, 
sometimes you just have to realize what you’ve got and make it taste good.

When you are a hunter you can harvest your own organic, sustainable meat. Learn more about hunting in Texas 
on Texas Parks and Wildlife website; and check out our wild game recipes, too.

Hunt | Food | Culture: Game in Mexican Cuisine

Thursday, November 27th, 2014

Before domestication of livestock, wild game was the primary protein for humans on both side of what is now 
the Mexican border. In Mexico, venison was of particular importance.

15—Venison is especially important in a ritual sense as well as a culinary sense.

Karen Hursh Graber is senior Food Editor of the internet magazine Mexico Connect.

17—The word ‘venison’ in English, and the word ‘venado’ in Spanish – are both from the Latin word ‘venari’, 
which is the verb ‘to hunt.’ So, what’s pretty impressive that the word for deer is the same as the word for hunt. 
It just shows the symbolic hunting imagery of deer in both cultures.

Unlike Americans, Hursh-Graber says Mexicans are more sparing in their use of venison – and all meat – in 
recipes: such as Salpicon De Venado.

16—Instead of serving a huge hunk of meat, they’ll serve small pieces, and put it in a taco or in a stew. 
Salpicon is like a cold meat salad – it’s a venison salad. It’s dressed with herbs and spices and they serve it is 
tacos.

Find Karen Hursh Graber’s recipe for Cold Venison Salad at passporttotexas.org for a new way to prepare the 
venison you harvest this season.

_______________________________________________

Shredded Venison Salad: Salpicon De Venado
by Karen Hursh Graber © 2005 
http://www.mexconnect.com/articles/2381-shredded-venison-salad-salpicon-de-venado

This dish is found on restaurant menus throughout Mexico, but particularly in the western part of the country 
and in the Yucatan, where it is called zic de venado. This recipe is a good buffet dish, to be piled on tostadas or 
served with warm tortillas and habanero salsa. It makes an attractive presentation served on a bed of mesclun 
greens. Following are two variations on the traditional recipe, one savory and one sweet-and-hot.

http://tpwd.texas.gov/exptexas/programs/wildgame/
https://passporttotexas.org/hunt-food-culture-game-in-mexican-cuisine/


Ingredients:

• 2 pounds venison, cooked and shredded (venison is lean and shreds nicely, like flank or skirt steak)
• juice of 4 bitter (Seville) oranges or use half sweet oranges and half limes
• 1/2 cup finely chopped cilantro
• 1/2 red onion, peeled and finely chopped
• 1/2 cup finely chopped radishes
• salt to taste

Preparation:

Place the venison in a non-reactive bowl (glass or plastic). Mix the remaining ingredients and let them rest for 
15 minutes to combine the flavors. Add the mixture to the venison and serve immediately or refrigerate and 
bring to room temperature at serving time.

Serves 8-10 as part of a multi-course buffet or as an appetizer.

Variation I:

Omit the radishes and add ½ cup chopped green olives and 1 firm-ripe avocado, diced.

Variation II:

Omit the radishes and add 1 green mango, diced, 1 diced plantain and 2 (or more, to taste) Serrano chiles, 
seeded and diced.

Hunt | Food: Cook Venison Low and Slow

Friday, November 28th, 2014

Even if you hunt for trophies, there’s some good eating attached to those antlers.

Cooking venison can be intimidating, but Chef Lou Lambert, author of the Big Ranch, Big City Cookbook, is 
here to help.

60— I grew up hunting and fishing and still do today. But I think most of the lessons I learned about cooking 
game were more failures than things that worked out well when my mother was cooking. Because I had two 
brothers, father – we all hunted. So, we always had quail, dove, ducks and deer. And I remember my mother 
struggling to cook deer, because (and the biggest mistake she made) was not realizing because game is, if you 
will, grass-fed, all-natural – it does not have the fat content. And, because it is more in motion – the muscles 
tend to be a little bit tighter, which means tougher. So, lack of fat and more movement tells you that you have to 
do a slow, moist heat cooking method, unless you have it ground into sausage, or pounded for chicken fried 
[steaks], most of that deer – 80% — you need to either do a braise or a very slow barbeque smoke method.

Harvesting your own great tasting, sustainable protein is the best reason to hunt. Learn more on the TPW 
website, and find tasty wild game recipes while you’re there.

New State Park Christmas Ornaments

https://passporttotexas.org/hunt-food-cook-venison-low-and-slow/
https://passporttotexas.org/new-state-park-christmas-ornaments/


Monday, December 1st, 2014

In 2002, Texas Parks and Wildlife released its first State Park holiday ornament.

06—Our original ornaments were done in metal; the last three years have been laser engraved wood.

Thomas Wilhelm is with state parks. When the ornaments were gold-plated metal, the agency released one per 
year that featured several iconic images. Since 2012, they’ve released three ornaments annually; each spotlights 
only one park. And this year:

20—We’re looking at the state bison herd at Caprock Canyons, Big Bend Ranch, and Independence Hall at 
Washington-on-the-Brazos. So, you’ll see an iconic image of each park that is featured. The front will have the 
image very clear, cut out – it also has the date – and then on the reverse side you’ll find a short interpretive 
message about what’s featured.

The collectible wooden ornaments have a rustic, nostalgic feel to them, and are available now.

21— The best way to get it is to call into our customer service center and just mention that you want to 
purchase the ornament. They’re sold individually, or by the set. We also have previous years ornaments for 
sale. I think they make a beautiful collection, and you’re supporting state parks while showing your love for the 
outdoors and Texas’ natural places.

Find pricing and ordering information about the Texas state park ornament at passporttotexas.org.

Birding: Evolution of the Christmas Bird Count

Tuesday, December 2nd, 2014

In the 1800s, an annual competition called The Side Hunt pitted teams of hunters against one another to see 
who could bag the most feathered and furry things. With growing conservation consciousness, the Side Hunt 
evolved into The Christmas Bird Census in 1900, and eventually into the Christmas Bird Count – where the 
only thing people kill nowadays is a thermos of coffee.

11—We’re now in the 115th year, which makes it the longest running citizen science project in the world. 
Which is pretty impressive, and it started right here in the US.

Cliff Shackelford is a non-game ornithologist with Texas Parks and Wildlife.

06—You go out into a fixed area and count birds. And the neat thing is, if you stick with that area like you 
should, and you do it for 10, 20, 30, 40 years…you start seeing trends.

Trend spotting is the true value of the bird count.

26—Those counts that are very old, that have forty plus years of data, we can start seeing things. And we are. 
We’re seeing things like the American Tree Sparrow is not coming down to Texas much anymore. I don’t think 
they’re rare, they just don’t need to come all the way south for –maybe –climate change. Maybe it’s not so cold 
up north; they don’t need to come down. That’s the beauty of the Christmas Bird Count – you can look at it 
continentally… and see where the changes are in the bird life.

Birding: Making Birds Count

Wednesday, December 3rd, 2014

https://passporttotexas.org/birding-evolution-of-the-christmas-bird-count/
http://www.houstonaudubon.org/default.aspx/MenuItemID/1105/MenuGroup/CBC.htm
https://passporttotexas.org/birding-making-birds-count/


The name “Christmas Bird Count” is a bit of a misnomer.

04—It doesn’t happen on Christmas Day. It happens in a period around Christmas.

That period is December 14th through January 5th. And it’s when volunteers go into the field to count birds.

04— You just have to pick a day in that three week period to do the count.

Cliff Shackelford is a non-game ornithologist with Texas Parks and Wildlife. Volunteers count birds in teams 
within a 15-mile radius circle with oversight by a count compiler who rules the roost.

11—And those people [compilers] decide on a day, and they divvy up the pie of where these teams can go look 
for birds in this fixed radius circle, and you count birds within that circle.

The time-frame for the count is 24 hours – midnight to midnight. You might wonder “who” takes the early shift.

10—A lot of people want to know about owls [for example]; so, they get up early. Three A.M., maybe, and go 
listen for owls. And that’s pretty valuable. But, most people do just the daylight hours.

Cliff recommends the earliest daylight: dawn.

12—That’s when you get the best bird diversity at dawn. Everybody’s waking up: singing, calling and foraging 
and activity is the greatest right at dawn. Because, birds have slept all night and they’re hungry for something 
to eat.

Compilers collect the volunteer’s data and submit it to Audubon, which analyzes it.

Find more information about the Christmas Bird Count at passporttotexas.org.

Birding: Finding a Christmas Bird Count Near You

Thursday, December 4th, 2014

Counting birds at dawn during the Christmas Bird Count guarantees you’ll see lots of them. Yet, a big bunch of 
birds can lead to confusion.

04—Especially if you get into a big flock of robins or grackles; you just have to start estimating numbers. But, 
it’s really fun when you start getting big numbers of species. You know, you’ve only been out for an hour and 
you already have 30 species of birds; that’s really fun.

Cliff Shackelford is a non-game ornithologist with Texas Parks and Wildlife. This year’s count is December 14 
through January 5.

07—There are over a hundred Christmas Bird Counts in Texas; so, chances are there’s one in existence in your 
area.

Counts take place inside 15-mile radius circles. Cliff says the best way to find a nearby count is online.

09—Search for Christmas Bird Counts in Texas, and figure out which one is nearest you. Also, you’ll see who 
the compiler is, and you can get phone number or email and start coordinating with that person.

http://birds.audubon.org/christmas-bird-count
http://mediad.publicbroadcasting.net/p/rrr/files/styles/medium/public/201306/Cliff_Photo_-_web_0.jpg
http://birds.audubon.org/birds/great-horned-owl
http://birds.audubon.org/get-involved-christmas-bird-count-find-count-near-you
https://passporttotexas.org/birding-finding-a-christmas-bird-count-near-you/
http://www.houstonaudubon.org/default.aspx/MenuItemID/827/MenuGroup/CBC.htm


Compilers act as “captains” of their circles, and relay data from the count back to Audubon, which analyzes it. 
Birders of all skill levels are welcome.

23—And what they’ll do [if you’re a novice] is stick you with some seasoned vets, and that’s really good 
because you learn a lot when you’re out in the field with someone whose been doing this awhile. So you go out 
with this team of observers and you basically beat the bushes and try to see as much as you can see. It’s a lot of 
fun. 

The data volunteers collect help researchers better understand trends as they relate to our feathered friends.

TPW TV: Home Again (Desert Bighorn Sheep)

Friday, December 5th, 2014

There’s a special quality about Far West Texas; and, as Froylan Hernandez can tell you, when the Desert 
Bighorn Sheep is on the landscape, it’s awe-inspiring.

08—When I’m up on top of Elephant Mountain, my first glimpse of them, it’s overwhelming. Even if it’s just a 
single animal.

Hernandez is Desert Bighorn Sheep Program Leader for Texas Parks & Wildlife. Meet him on an upcoming 
segment of the Texas Parks and Wildlife TV Series airing the week of December 8.

20—Historically, the native Texas Desert Bighorn Sheep occurred in about 16 mountain ranges out here in the 
Trans Pecos. Mainly due to unregulated hunting, diseases associated with the introduction of domestic sheep 
and goats, and net wire fencing – they brought the demise of the Desert Bighorn. And by the early 1960s, they 
were all gone from Texas.

For more than fifty years, Texas parks and Wildlife and partners have worked to restore the Bighorn to its home 
range in Texas.

08—Luckily, the population in Texas is now big enough, we’re using those sources to transplant the animals to 
Big Bend Ranch State park.

And Big Bend Ranch SP superintendent Ron Trevizo welcomes them to a new home on the range.

07—When we started talking about the release coming in – to release the Desert Bighorn Sheep at Big Bend 
Ranch, I’m like – Yea, that’s great!

See how agency biologists translocate Desert Bighorn Sheep to Big Bend Ranch SP on a segment of the TPW 
PBS TV series, the week of December 8.

Parks: Christmas Events in Parks

Monday, December 8th, 2014

Get close to nature this season at holiday events in state parks, historic sites or natural areas. When I spoke with 
Thomas Wilhelm, 60 events were on December’s calendar.

06—We keep an updated list on our events calendar, so there’s probably more there now.

https://passporttotexas.org/tpw-tv-home-again-desert-bighorn-sheep/
https://passporttotexas.org/parks-christmas-events-in-parks/
http://tpwd.texas.gov/calendar/holidays


Wilhelm works for state parks, and says there’s sure to be a holiday event nearby to help put you in the spirit of 
the season. If you’re in East Texas or traveling there…

20—Tyler SP is doing their Winter Wonderland Hike [Pineywood Christmas Celebration]. They are inviting 
people to come in, decorate their campsites, and if you decorate your campsite, you get to stay for free in the 
park. And then, they’re inviting people to come in and drive through the campsites, or hike through the 
campsites, and see all the decorated areas. And, if you’re participating in the event, you don’t pay entrance fees 
to come and check it out.

That’s December 13. Also on the 13th, in Central Texas-ish, Washington-on-the-Brazos, and the Barrington 
Living History Farm offer special events.

18—The full name of the event is Christmas on the Brazos. The day starts with readings of Christmas stories 
and literature in the morning. Then, later on in the day they’ll have music, and a variety of vendors selling 
crafts; a great opportunity to not only get into the Christmas spirit, but also do a little Christmas shopping.

That’s just a taste. Visit passporttotexas.org to find a link to the Christmas in the Parks brochure.

Hunt | Habitat: Texas Wildlife Association

Tuesday, December 9th, 2014

Healthy habitat means healthy wildlife. The non-profit Texas Wildlife Association – a TPWD partner – 
ensures both by empowering private landowners to embrace good land management practices.

15—With private land, making up, upwards of 95 percent of the land in Texas, [landowners] they’re the ones 
making the real decisions that affect all the people that live in our state. And, so, we need to give them the tools 
and resources they need to make wise use of the land that they’re the stewards of.

Justin Dreibelbis is Hunting Heritage Program Director at TWA. The organization documents the result of 
good land management practices through its annual Texas Big Game Awards Program, which proves quality 
bucks, for example, are not the sole domain of South Texas.

13—Our Texas Big Game Awards has helped us document those exceptional big game harvests around the 
state; we’ve been doing it since 1991 as a record-keeping program for the state, identifying those exceptional 
big game animals that are taken each year. 

He says TWA reviews this large dataset and the variables associated with producing exceptional big game 
animals.

08— And so that data set allows Parks and Wildlife to go back and look at trends with rainfall and land use and 
make large-scale management decisions around the state.

That’s our show… with support from the Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program.

Hunt | Habitat: Texas Big Game Awards

Wednesday, December 10th, 2014

Texas Big Game Awards started in 1991 as a partnership between the Texas Wildlife Association and Texas 
Parks and Wildlife as a means to document the native big game resources we have in the state.

http://tpwd.texas.gov/calendar/pineywoods-christmas-celebration
http://tpwd.texas.gov/calendar/christmas-on-the-brazos-featuring-barringtons-candlelight-christmas
http://www.tpwd.texas.gov/publications/pwdpubs/media/pwd_lf_k0700_0602b.pdf
https://passporttotexas.org/hunt-habitat-texas-wildlife-association/
http://www.texas-wildlife.org/
http://www.ranchlandnetwork.com/files/pluginfiles/item_360/field_191/Justin.jpg
http://www.texasbiggameawards.org/
http://wsfrprograms.fws.gov/Subpages/AboutUs/AboutUs1.htm
https://passporttotexas.org/hunt-habitat-texas-big-game-awards/


05—And also, to celebrate our hunting heritage and recognize young and new hunters.

Justin Dreibelbis is Hunting Heritage Program Director at the Texas Wildlife Association.

12— We have scored entries that have to meet a certain scoring criteria for that particular region. And then we 
also have unscored categories which are our youth division and our first harvest division.

Texas Big Game Awards recognizes white-tailed and mule deer, pronghorn antelope, Desert Bighorn Sheep 
and… this was a surprise… javalina.

08—At this point it’s still kind of a well-kept secret. But it’s something that we do want to publicize that 
javalinas are actually able to be scored and entered into TBGA, too.

The awards showcase quality big game in Texas, and prove thoughtful land management can produce big 
healthy game animals, especially deer, anywhere. And, Justin says that makes landowners take notice.

19—It kind of opens up people’s eyes to going, hey, you know what – we’ve never grown any big deer around 
here before, but it’s possible. And that’s something we’re constantly telling people: if you let a deer get old 
enough, and you manage the habitat so that it has plenty of groceries at every point during its life, you have the 
ability to grow a big deer anywhere in the state. 

More on the Texas Big Game Awards tomorrow.

Hunt: Antlers, Horns and Habitat

Thursday, December 11th, 2014

Hunting is about more than trophies. It’s about creating healthy habitat.

05—That’s exactly right. And our tagline at TBGA [Texas Big Game Awards] is Hunting equals Habitat.

Justin Dreibelbis is Hunting Heritage Program Director at the Texas Wildlife Association, which coordinates 
the Texas Big Game Awards, or TBGA.

25— Those big deer are not an accident. They are a direct response to the habitat that they were grown on. And 
that’s why we celebrate antlers and horns at Texas Big Game Awards. Not because it’s some big trophy and 
that’s what’s important. We celebrate antlers and horns because we recognize that’s a direct result of the 
habitat that that animal was raised on – and that’s what we’re trying to get back to. It’s all about habitat and 
our hunting heritage.

The TBGA is currently accepting entries of white-tailed and mule deer, pronghorn antelope, Desert Bighorn 
Sheep and javalina. Find a list of certified volunteer scorers at texasbiggameawards.org.

18—Contact them and they’ll get the animal scored for you. You fill out the form and send it in to us – it’s 
completely free. If it’s a youth or first harvest category, you don’t even have to contact a scorer. All you have to 
do is go to texasbiggameawards.org, print out a copy of the youth and first harvest form, fill it out and send it 
in. And that’s all there is to it.

Deadline for entries if February 15, 2015. Three Regional Sportsman’s Celebration banquets will be held to 
honor winners and program participants. Find more information at texasbiggameawards.org.

https://passporttotexas.org/hunt-antlers-horns-and-habitat/
http://www.texasbiggameawards.org/officialScorers.php


The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series.

Parks | Holidays: Festive Activities in Parks

Friday, December 12th, 2014

You don’t have to travel far to find holiday events in state parks, but Thomas Wilhelm says, if you do have the 
time, how about a road trip December 16, to Far West Texas and Fort Leaton.

17—For this Christmas, Fort Leaton will be having a Posada, which is the recreation of Mary and Joseph’s trip 
through Bethlehem. But, there’s also going to be a performance by a local choir; so, it’s going to tell the 
holiday story with that area of the state’s culture in mind.

Palo Duro Canyon in the Panhandle is another far flung destination. On December 20, it offers a new holiday 
event worth the drive.

18—It’s called their Hot Air Balloon Glow. So, they’re going to bring balloons into the canyon and light them 
up. Of course, there’s going to be other traditional holiday events: hot cocoa, snacks – that sort of thing. Santa 
Claus will be there for the kids. So, it will be a really unique opportunity to not only experience Palo Duro 
Canyon, but really put a holiday feel to it.

If you prefer to celebrate nature, Central Texas’ McKinney Falls December 20 & 21 is the place to be.

14—They’re doing a Winter Solstice Celebration. So, they’ll have opportunities for kids to join with a ranger 
and do hikes, or nature themed crafts and activities. So, it’s a great opportunity to touch base with nature 
during the holidays.

Find a full list of holiday events on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

Parks: State Park Ambassadors

Monday, December 15th, 2014

Karen Zimmerman loves Texas state parks so much that she became a volunteer state park ambassador. Today 
she coordinates the program for Texas Parks and Wildlife.

15—The ambassador program is a team of hand-picked, dedicated outreach volunteers that mainly target the 
young adult demographic, and are just here to spread the word about the benefits of outdoor recreation and 
everything that Texas State Parks has to offer.

The program casts a wide net, with a particular interest in attracting young adults aged 16 to 28.

07— That demographic makes up 14 percent of the Texas population and only four percent of Texas State Parks 
visitors…

…thus creating a generational problem in Texas, said Zimmerman.

13—If you don’t go camping as a kid, it’s harder for you to learn to appreciate that as you get older. And, if you 
make it past that young adult age range without being exposed to how great that can be, then it becomes even 
harder.

https://passporttotexas.org/parks-holidays-festive-activities-in-parks/
http://tpwd.texas.gov/calendar/holidays
http://tpwd.texas.gov/state-parks/fort-leaton
http://tpwd.texas.gov/state-parks/palo-duro-canyon
http://tpwd.texas.gov/state-parks/mckinney-falls
https://passporttotexas.org/parks-state-park-ambassadors/


The 16 – 28 age range is the last “entrance point” before possibly losing them altogether. Ambassadors reach 
out to these young people, speaking their language, using their technology and once they get them to sample the 
outdoors…

08—State Parks sell themselves. Usually all we have to do is just tell them what’s out there, how easy it is to get 
there, and how much it costs. Young adults are curious.

Read an in-depth article about the State Park Ambassador program in the December issue of Texas Parks and 
Wildlife magazine.

Parks: Survey Sez Parks are Valuable to Texas

Tuesday, December 16th, 2014

A recently completed survey of state parks reveals they provide meaningful economic value to Texas and 
Texans.

24—State parks are a good economic value for Texas. Overall, the state park system had an estimated increase 
of 774 million in sales to the state economy. That represents value added of 351 million dollars. Overall, that 
resulted in an additional 202 million dollars into the pockets of Texans.

Texas has 95 parks, historic sites and natural areas, with 91 of those open to the public. Kevin Good, with state 
parks, says the survey, headed by Dr. John Crompton of Texas A & M University, reveals state parks created 
58-hundred jobs statewide.

15—Caprock Canyons, for instance, was estimated to create 14 jobs; now 14 jobs does not sound like a whole 
lot until you think of the context of Quitaque, Texas, which is a small community in the Panhandle. And that 
type of impact is certainly noticeable in a small town.

Nearly 4 percent of the Quitaque population earns a living working at Caprock Canyons. Good says parks 
conserve habitat and history, provide recreational opportunities, and bring money into communities. And the 
best way to support them?

03—The best way for people to support state parks is to go out and use them.

Survey Results to Guide Parks and Communities

Wednesday, December 17th, 2014

A survey of Texas’ 95 state parks, historic sites and natural areas by Texas A & M University indicates park 
visitation brings hundreds of millions of dollars into the state’s economy annually.

08—We collected that data at 29 actual park locations, which we then extrapolated to the rest of the parks in 
the system.

Kevin Good, with state parks, says the survey looked at where survey respondents were from, how long they 
were visiting the park, and where they spent their money, among other things.

12—Because the economic impact of a visit to a restaurant, perhaps, might be different than spending dollars at 
a gas station. So, we wanted to see where their money was being left behind in the community.

http://tpwmagazine.com/archive/2014/dec/ed_3_ambassador/index.phtml
https://passporttotexas.org/parks-survey-sez-parks-are-valuable-to-texas/
https://passporttotexas.org/using-survey-to-guide-parks-and-communities/


The agency will use the data for the betterment of parks, their visitors and the communities they serve.

35—Local park management will be able to use it to educate their community on the value of that site, and how 
the state’s investment in that park actually pays multiple returns to the local community [including job 
creation]. It will also be used internally to help us evaluate where some parks may need some additional 
marketing input, or looking at how parks relate with their local community, and to some extent, where perhaps 
we may need to invest in additional facilities. 

Hunt | Food: Doing your Own Processing

Thursday, December 18th, 2014

Chris Houston of Austin is a hunter and home cook; he butchers and processes what he harvests; but that’s not 
always been practical.

05—We have a decent sized [kitchen] counter space, but certainly a limited area and limited equipment.

Hunters, says Houston, go to processors because of limited workspace, equipment, and a lack experience. He 
adds processors are decent folks who provide a good service – but he still wonders what comes back to him.

06—Am I getting back my animal in the sausage? Am I getting all the meat that I had taken in there?

Chris Houston taught himself to butcher and process, and excels at it now. To empower others to do the same, 
he offers a fully equipped commercial kitchen and his knowledge as Feral Kitchen, a wild food workspace.

23—Butchering and sausage-making tends to feel complicated. However, it can be really simplified. And so, we 
really want to pass on that education and that confidence to others. We’ve been offering some classes on 
general game butchering, and some other classes on sausage-making to kind of help people take that step in the 
learning curve to doing it themselves. And, really, to just try and simplify the entire process.

Learn more about butchering and processing wild game on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website and at 
feralaustin.com.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series.

TPW Magazine: Exploring Beaumont, Texas

Friday, December 19th, 2014

Beaumont never seemed like a destination to me. Yet, after reading Sheryl Smith-Rodgers’ article about it in the 
December issue of TPW Magazine, I’ve reconsidered.

05— I guess I was surprised that there are many museums there.

There’s the Spindletop-Gladys City Boomtown Museum, the Energy Museum, the Fire Museum, the Art 
Museum of SE Texas, the McFaddin-WardHouse Historic Museum and many others. Plus, there’s good grub.

10 – They have Cajun there since they’re so close to the Louisiana border; Cajun food’s real big there. Seafood 
– being so close to the Gulf – they have really great seafood.

They have nature, too, and a lot of it, including the Cattail Marsh, a 600-acre manmade wetlands.
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30 – It was constructed to treat the effluent from the city’s wastewater treatment plant. But it’s also become a 
hotspot for birders. They’ve got more than 240 listed bird species there. And, when I was there visiting, just 
during the course of maybe an hour, it was amazing how many birds that we saw. There’s alligators that have 
migrated over from the bayou into these wetlands. It’s just a really cool place.

Beaumont. Who knew? Learn more about this town with a little something extra when you read Sheryl Smith-
Rodgers Three Days in the Field article called Mixing Oil and Water, in the December issue of Texas Parks and 
Wildlife magazine.

Fishing: Winter Trout Stocking

Monday, December 22nd, 2014

We’re heading into the holiday season; what better way to celebrate than with rainbows – rainbow trout, that is.

13— We do winter stockings when the water temperatures permit it, to provide an opportunity for anglers to 
catch trout in Texas. It’s a species of fish that anglers wouldn’t catch otherwise, so we stock them, and we 
intend them all to be caught out during the season.

Carl Kittle is a program director for Inland Fisheries. Drought had an impact on lake levels statewide over the 
past two years, but things are looking up in 2014.

13 – This year, things are pretty well back to normal. It’s very dry out west, but it looks like our normal level of 
stocking with our usual yearly increase. In fact, we expect to stock over 140 sites this year.

Texas Parks and Wildlife plans to distribute approximately 290,000 rainbow trout amongst the various 
locations, including urban neighborhood fishin’ holes.

07 – We publish a schedule on the Texas parks and Wildlife Department webpage. Look for the winter trout 
stocking link.

Carl Kittle says we stock rainbows in winter because these fish cannot survive our hot summers. So, when you 
reel one in this winter, take it home and eat it.

The Wildlife and sport fish restoration program supports our series and helps to fund rainbow trout stocking in 
Texas…

We record our series at The Block House in Austin, Texas and Joel Block engineers our program.

Fishing: Winter Trout Stocking, 2

Tuesday, December 23rd, 2014

If you’re an angler who likes to eat what you catch, then now’s the time to reel in a rainbow trout.

14— We stock them at a catchable and eatable size. They are good fighting fish; they’re relatively easy to catch 
[and will take nearly any bait]. We usually stock them in smaller bodies of water, so they’re a good fishing, 
catching opportunity and good eating opportunity as well.

Carl Kittle is a program director for Inland Fisheries, and oversees winter trout stocking in Texas. Distribution 
began this month and continues through February 2015.
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17 – We’ve been stocking [rainbow] trout around Texas for almost 40 years. One interesting note about trout is 
that we often say there are no established populations of trout in Texas, but actually, way out west in the Davis 
Mountains there’s a small, tiny stream at high enough elevation that there is a reproducing population of 
rainbow trout.

It’s just too hot in the rest of the state to sustain rainbow trout populations year round, and so we will stock 
approximately 290-thousand of the fish in about 140 locations this year…including urban areas. There’s even a 
new site in Abilene at Grover-Nelson Park Pond

11 – And we have a special program; we actually stock somewhat larger trout in urban areas in our 
Neighborhood Fishin’ Program. And that’s something that you can specifically look for on our web page.

With the winter holidays here, it’s is a great time go fishing with the kids. Find the stocking schedule and 
locations at the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

The Wildlife and sport fish restoration program supports our series and funds rainbow trout stocking in Texas…

Fishing: Unusual Fish Await the Winter Angler

Wednesday, December 24th, 2014

You don’t have to keep your fishing gear in storage until summer. Head to the coast this winter and reel in some 
amazing fish!

06—Texas has year-round saltwater fishing and it’s very productive, even in the worst of weather.

While the majority of saltwater anglers cast for red fish, flounder and speckled trout, professional fishing guide 
and outdoor writer, Danno Wise, recommends casting a wider net, so to speak. He says there are plenty fish in 
the sea.

40—Down here in the Rio Grande Valley is the only place in the continental United States outside of South 
Florida there’s a fishable population of snook year round. They’re sensitive to cold so they’re going to go into 
the deeper portions of our bay systems, but because the fish will be concentrated, we have excellent snook 
fishing during the winter time. We also have a substantial amount of beachfront fishing which is kind of 
overlooked. Whiting, which is a simple kind of fish, and the pompano. Very tropical looking species; in Florida, 
they’re targeted very heavily. Fish such as those are plentiful and good eating, and if you want to target going 
out just to get out of the house, relax, and catch a few to take home to eat, those are excellent choices.

Grab your gear, some warm clothes, and head to the coast this winter to reel in more than the usual suspects.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series… funded by your purchase of fishing 
equipment and motor boat fuel.

Wildlife: Whooping Cranes in Texas

Thursday, December 25th, 2014

Former Parks and Wildlife biologist, Leeann Linam, has a long history with Whooping Cranes.

11— [chuckles] well, I may age myself here, but we moved to the Aransas National Wildlife Refuge when I was 
12. And so I guess that means about 40 years or so I’ve been involved with whooping cranes.
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Whoopers winter at the refuge, where Leeann’s father worked for the US Fish and Wildlife Service. After a low 
of 15 birds, and more than 70 years of conservation, we only reached 300 members in the migrating flock in 
2013.

24 – Part of it is the nature of the animal, itself. Whooping cranes are one of these birds designed to be around 
for a long time. They live 25 to 30 years and more (in captivity). They don’t reproduce until they’re four or five 
years old; they usually only raise one chick successfully per year. So it just takes a while. You just have to be 
patient and provide the right conditions for a long time and then the numbers start to add up.

As their population increases and becomes more widespread, maintaining an accurate tally of the birds becomes 
a challenge. Whoopers are moving farther up the coast away from their traditional wetland habitat.

07 – Some of the rice country in Horton County and most interestingly, in Central Texas, we’ve had some 
whooping cranes wintering in Williamson County.

The Wildlife and sport fish restoration program supports our series and funds rainbow trout stocking in Texas…

TPW TV: Sinking the Kinta

Friday, December 26th, 2014

The Gulf of Mexico has a lot going for it; but one thing it lacks is substrate. Substrate is hard material on which 
an organism can live and grow. That’s where this guy comes in.

05—[I’m] Dale Shivley; I’m the program leader for the artificial reef program for Texas Parks and Wildlife

Travel to the gulf with Shively and his crew this week on the TPW TV Series, as they “near shore” reef a 155 
foot decommissioned freighter called the Kinta in 77 feet of water 8 miles off the coast of Corpus Christi.

13—Basically, what we have is a huge piece of metal that will benefit the local environment. Marine organisms 
will begin to grow on it; fish will be attracted to it immediately; it’s been cleaned of environmental hazards and 
is ready to go. [ambience]

On this TV segment, witness the hulking ship begin its new life on the gulf floor, where it will improve angling 
and diving opportunities. Brooke Shipley-Lozano, a marine biologist with Parks and Wildlife was at the reefing, 
and explains what will happen to the freighter.

19— So, the water will start coming in at the stern. And then gradually the water will fill up the ballast tanks 
one by one from the stern to the fore, and the rear of the ship should h it the bottom, and then eventually the 
bow will follow suit, and it will land perfectly upright and everyone will celebrate…

Will there be celebrating? Find when you watch the segment Sinking the Kinta S the week of December 28 on 
the TPW PBS TV Series. Check your local listings.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series.

Recreation: Resolve to go on a First Day Hike

Monday, December 29th, 2014
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Whether you make official New Year’s resolutions or not, it never hurts to have a plan going into the next 365 
days. Kevin Good with state parks has a few suggestions for your consideration.

21—Get outdoors more and take advantage of all of the opportunities that we have in Texas: from paddling 
trails to hiking trails to nature viewing…. It’s too easy to get stuck in your routine and not take advantage of 
those opportunities. And I’d suggest that folks start of their New year with a First Day Hike.

First Day Hikes take place throughout Texas and the US. Visit the Texas Parks and Wildlife website to find a 
First Day Hike opportunity near you.

35—First Day Hikes vary between sites, but typically, they are guided hikes led by a staff member or 
knowledgeable volunteer that will point out some of the best recreational aspects of a particular park. They may 
involve hand-on experiences, as well as educational activities along with the hikes. So, you’ll have folks not 
only to show you where to go and lead you on the trail, but also point out some of the topics of interest that you 
might see on that hike. It’s a great way to start off your new year with a healthy habit.

Resolve to do Something That Scares You

Tuesday, December 30th, 2014

Hard to believe, but another new year is just days away. Karen Zimmerman who coordinates the Texas Parks 
and Wildlife State Park Ambassador program offers a couple of suggestions to help you connect with the 
outdoors and yourself in 2015.

44—If you’re not getting outside try to go outside – even if it’s just walking outside. It’s amazing the benefits 
that that can bring to our mind. If you need to think on a problem, you should just let it marinate in your head 
while you walk amongst some trees. But, if you’re already into the outdoors recreation somewhat, and you want 
to take it a step further, I think the best resolution you can make to yourself is to try something that scares you. 
Because, there were so many things that I thought I just wasn’t tough enough to do – like repelling. And you 
might cry a little bit while you do it, but then afterwards you are going to feel so good. And, there is nothing in 
the world that can boost your confidence for months than undertaking something that scares you like that – and 
succeeding – because it’s actually not that hard, and you don’t need to be in that great of shape to do most of 
these outdoor activities.

Explore outdoor activities available in state parks and natural areas when you visit texasstateparks.org.

Recreation: Healthier, Happier, Smarter

Wednesday, December 31st, 2014

There’s big push to get children outdoors. But kids aren’t the only ones who benefit from fresh air and sunshine. 
Survey says: Adults of all ages—as well as the kiddos—can achieve a better quality of life by committing to 
spending time in the wide open spaces…as well as the forested spaces…or watery spaces… Education and 
outreach director, Nancy Herron, shares some thoughts.

40— When you spend time outdoors you can be healthier, happier and smarter. 

Those are some big claims there, Nancy. What do we mean by that?

Actually there is a lot of research that’s out there that shows that people of all ages actually do have benefits 
from being outside in nature, and that does include improvements to your health, your stress level, your sense of 
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self esteem and confidence. Even being more cooperative. Can you believe that? Communities are more 
cooperative; families bond better in the out of doors. These are interesting things that we now know that we 
took for granted, and we just didn’t realize. That there’s a whole bevy of benefits from being outdoors.

Get healthier… happier…and smarter in the New Year when you spend time outdoors. Because, Life’s Better 
Outside…and so are you.


